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KJ Dumps Our Paper

'Tasteless ·Contenf
Area Physicians for Human Rights
(BAPHR), The pamphlet has been ·
widely distributed in .Maine for several.
As the Our Paper collective scrambled months with the aid of the State Health
to meet our deadline for- issue number__ Department and the Gay Health Action
three, we received unexpected notice Committee. (Funding came from the
that our printer, The Kennebec Journal Maine Health Foundation.) Mr. Thayer
of Augusta, would no longer print Our said he "doesn't want that language
Paper. In a terse, three sentence letter associated with his newspaper."
(reprinted below), KJ General ~!11!'ager
After .speaking with Mr. Thayer Our
Brian Thayer asked that we kindly Paper contacted Mr. John R. DiMatteo,
make arrangements for another President of the Guy Gannett Pubrinter."
lishing Co .. which publishes the
P In a telephone conversation following Kennebec Journal, as well as the Portreceipt of the letter, Mr. Thayer stated land Press Herald and the Evening
that he found the second issue of Our Express. Mr. DiMatteo said that he had
Paper to be in "very, very poor taste" consulted with Mr. Thayer before the
and "far beyond any standards of letter was sent and that he agreed with
journalism with which I am familiar." his position.
..
Claiming that the decision "caused me a
Mr. DiMatteo called the decision to
great deal of consternation" and that he discontinue printing Our Paper "a
"doesn't want to ce~sor the paper," reasonable one" and indicated that the
Thayer nevertheless said that he impetus for the decision began with
"d~n't wish to be associated with" tpe Jower-lewl -employ... of the Ken.nebec
newspaper.
Journal. He expressed much more
Pressed to explain precisely what he willingness to discuss the issue than had
found offensive in the newspaper, Mr.
Thayer cited as "most distasteful" the Mr. Thayer. He asked why Our Paper
felt it was necessary to use the language
AIDS risk reduction information on it
did and listened to our argument.
page five. In this inset, co~mm~ str.eet Nonetheless, he reaffirmed his support
language is used along with scientific
Mr. Thayer and concluded, "This is
terms to describe various sexual prac- of
not
homosexual bias. It is a matter of
tices. The information was reprinted taste."
from a pamphlet produced by the Bay

By Fred Berger

Final Argument
Heard
In Matthews · case
By Fred Berger
On October 7, U.S. Magistrate D.
Brock Homby heard final arguments in
the case of Diane Matthews ys. The
Secretary of the Army. Matthews has
been discharged. from ROTC because
she is a lesbian.
Michael Asen, counsel for Matthews,
questioned whether a person can be
punished without evidence of specific
conduct. Ha conceded that the Army
should have the right to discharge a
person whose conduct can be proven to
be disruptive, but stated that this was
not the case with Diane Matthews. Her
conduct has been exemplary by military
standards. She is being discharged
solely because she has publicly admitted
being a lesbian.
Asen claimed that the Army has never
been able to justify its argument that
having homosexuals in the :Army
affects unit cohesion and makes
recruiting more difficult. He said that
arguments of this nature were previously used to exclude w.omen and .
blacks from the military.
Major Joyce Peters, counsel for the

Army, claimed that there is "no right to
serve in the Army" and that Matthews'
exclusion from the military is
<'relatively minor" as f'she is not being
precluded from expressing herself."
Peters also debated Matthews' claim
that her superiors knew she was a
lesbian. It is this knowledge of her
lesbianism which is crucial. According
to Peters, one can be a lesbian in the
Army as long as this fact is not known.
In fact, she said, Matthews was not
removed from ROTC - for attending
Wilde-Stein meetings, which she was
free to do, but only because she said, "I
am a lesbian."
In his rebuttal, Michael Asen challenged the Army's claim that there has
been no harm done to Diane Matthews.
He argued that Matthews is from a
·military family and has been denied
participation in her career choice. This,
he said, is "very visible harm."
In conclusion, Asen said that the
Army doesn't know where its policy
comes from. The policy is not based on
research but on single incidents and on
the "instincts of people." The Army
cannot justify its policy, he reiterated.

OCtober 11, 1983

OUr Paper
P.O. Box 10744
Portland, ME
04104

Having just reviewed the OCtober issue of "OUr Paper,"
wish to inform you that the bnMbec Journal will no longer
print the publication.
I

I fow>d some portions of it highly objec:tionabl~ and I
·do not wish to subject the employees of thi:• COIIPBDY to its
tasteless content.

Kindly make arran.,-nts for another printer.

-

Yours truly,

General Man.ager
SCT:sl,,
cc :

John DiMat teo
John Maxwell
Roland Whittier

274 WESTERN AVENUE

--------..- ...... -ff

AUGUSTA. W.tlNE 04330

Autumnfest
Benefits
AIDS Fund

TELEPHONE (207) 623-3811

' :We ask our readers to write letters
, to:
John DiMa~teo
President
Guy Gannett Publishing
390 Congress Street
Portland, ME 04101
& and,
·
,
Brian C. Thayer
·
&
Kennebec Journal
&
'
274 Western Avenue
'
Augusta, Maine 04330
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The Harbormaster sponsored Flea
Market which was held on Sunday,
September 25th at Backstreet Bar raised
much needed funds for the AIDS-related
activities of the Maine Health Founda-Questioning why the Kennebec
tion. All who participated in the Flea & Journal has refused to print Our P':'per, &
Market felt it was a success and there is , expressing your concern and d1sap· ,
consideration of organizing another
proval about the KJ's treatment to Our
such event in the future. .
Paper-Please send a copy of the letter .,
Many items were donated by con- f to Our Faper.
.
cerned individuals and most of the items
were sold.'The weather cooperated with
a wami and beautiful day and all who
helped with the flea market and those
that attended enjoyed themselves very
much.
Also participating in the day's
activities and helping to make it the
success that it was were: OUR BOOKS
The Maine Supreme Court recently
located on Pine Street and the GAY
ruled in favor of three Ogunquit clubs in.
PEOPLE'S ALLIANCE of the Univer,
their fight with the town of Ogunquit
sity of Southern Maine. Besides partiover an "amplified noise" ordinance.
cipating in the Flea Market, the Gar
The special amusement ordinance was
People's Allian:ce also donated an addi:
declared unconstitutional.
tional amount of money to benefit the
In a unanimous decision the Court
Maine Health Foundation.
ruled. that the means the town chose to
Some Portland businesses that were
control noise were "inappropriate to the '
unable to partcipate in the Flea Market
end and the ordinance is arbitrary and
but who did make a financial donation ·capricious." The battle between The
to the Maine Health Foundation were:
Club, The Front Porch . and Poor
Portland Wine and C)leese Shop on
Richard's Pub had continued for almost
Forest Avenue, Communiques on
a year, and had been characterized at
Moulton Street and Brattle Street
times as an attempt by town residents to
Restaurant on Brattle Street.
discourage gay visitors.
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VOTE.YES
ON -2
Question 2 on theNovember8th ballot
will ask Maine voters whether Maine
should make its County courthouses
accessible to mobility-impaired people.
It will mark the first time in Maine
history that a question dealing directly
with the civil rights of handicapped
citizens will be placed before Maine
voters.
.The lack of access to the buildings
which house our system of justice is just
one of the many examples of the unfairness and discrimination· routinely
facing handicapped people in Maine.
Twenty years ago " white only"
restaurants, water f01mdations and
public facilities were eliminated. Today,
inaccessible courthousee1 - not to mention scores of other p111blic buildings
which are inaccessible -- might as well
have signs reading, " FOR ABLE
BODIED ONLY - NO DISABLED
ALLOWED!'. ' The pnce of this discrimination is high- disabled Maine citizens
are the poorest, least educated, most
unem'.ployed and underemployed
minority.
The Our Paper Collective urges the
gay and lesbian commu1nity to support
the basic human rights ,o f handicapped
people by votirig "YES" on Question 2.

A Column

Letters
Dear Editors,

Dear Friends,

I have read "our". first edition of Our .
Paper and w_a s quite impressed. It is ..
indeed time we had our own paper. .
I am an _avid reader of material .
dealing with women's rights, gay libera- ·
tion, coming out, facts and feelings
dealing with our special· needs and
problems. When I first came out I looked.
for anything on the subject, to . learn
more about myself. I needed .encoµragement to know I was not .alone. It would ·
have been nice to have seen and read a
paper such as Our Paper. I am glad to.see
the paper now.
·. .
·
I enjoyed the article "Yes, Sir, I Am A
Lesbian." It was the ~cle. that caught
myeyeandcausedmetopickupacopy.l
can relate in part to what was going on.I
was discharged from the Navy because
of accusations of my beuig gay. I regret I
didn't fight it. I could have won, · they
had no proof but I guess in some ways I
was relieved.
I would like to submit some ofmy work
to Our Paper.

I am impressed! The paper looks greati
The layout, the articles, the photos .. .it's
already taken on a polish indicative of
the people behind it who really care.
Impressed, but not surprised. And I'm
not saying all this just because my
interview m~de FRONT PAGE Nl~WS! I
suspect it was because of space considerations and not ·intrinsic merit. But
don't burst my pretty balloon - · I can
dream, can't I? ,
..
I'm sending along a check for $10.
Hope it helps vy'1i)e,it gets me on the sub
list. I'm giving up this month's allotment for spicettes to send it, so
appreciate it!
Diane "E" brought up salient and
necessary points in her interview with
"DM." Ken's photographs were
amazing! Myles, you write good poetry. ·
But, oh those typos ...
I'd like to put you on the aleict that
there will be _a San Francisco gay male singing duo named Romanovsky and
Phillips coming to Maine in December. I
saw them Friday night at the Valencia
Rose Cafe and they were just wonderful.
I came away with "that feeling" that I
get at a Cris Williamson concert, but
these were gay men, so they spok1! much
more directly to my own life experiences.
They sang about "sissies'" - so sel;
dom heard anymore in these days of
macho "attitude" in the gay male milieu.
Issues like what it was to be in the outfield and the last to be chosen for teams
("Sometimes I'm hopin' my bones will
get broken,/Just so I can be exdused/
from all the harrassment I get from my
classmates/who ,always blame me when
they lose."). About men losing the
ability to feel "like boys" as they grow
older. About wanting childr~n (womb
enyY). W:ell~I .cou\dgo o;p.'°do~ lout,my
enthusiasm is apparent.
. ·.
I'm so proud of you - I'd lov,e to be
working more directly with you.
·

Sincerely,
Carol R. Schneider
Biddeford
To: The Editor of Our Paper,
It is unfortunate that you have chosen
an "us" vs. "them" position· concerning
homosexuals and Christians. I am
referring to "Falwell In Farmington!"
Due to some enthusiastic but
unthoughtful people (both homosexuals
and Christians), the issues have been
obscured. Propaganda has been ~sed
frequently - particularly stereotyping
and name calling.
Homosexuals believe it is their right to
choose and practice homoBexuafity:
Christians believe that mankind 'was .
not created for homosexuality and that
spiritual and psychological harm comes
to those who practice it.
My ·request to homosexuals and
Christians: stop reacting and look at the
issues . Cease the propaganda
c~mpaigns. Quit assuming that disagreement is equivalent to hatred. Treat.
those who oppose you with the decency
all peopfe should receive.

Mitchell Mahan
Portland

.
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PURPOSE
OUR PAPER is published monthly by the
OUR PAPER Collective, P.O. Box 10744,
Portland, Maine 04104. The purpose of OUR
PAPER is to serve as a voice for lesbians and
gay men.in Maine. We wish the newspaper to
be a source of information, support and
affirmation, and a vehicle for celebration, by
and for members ofthe lesbian and gay men's
communities. We want the paper to reflect our
diversity, as well.

EDITORIAL POLICY

By Kate and Lois

for shit pay), aiid the Board of Directors
We have aly.ays believed that the Gay
not' being wealthy enough (or not
Rights movement would come of age.
tapping someone else's wealth). In so
Coming from its beginnings in gay rage
many words, we've been told that more
at Stonewall and gay liberation in Pride
gay money will begin to flow if the
Day marches, we began. our inexorable
climb out of the closets and -into the . wealthy can choose the movement
leaders.
streets, the city halls, and the state
The politics of all this smack of oldhouses of this nation. Unfortunately,
time oligarchy with new actors. Money
even those of us who watched this
and patriarchy and power positioning
process from the vantage point of
haven't seemed to change much, even
having lived through the same struggle
with a gay identity. And we find the gay
in the feminist movemen.t were hopepress can create the ' news while
lessly hopeful and naive.
.
reporting the news just as well as the
In the past several years the national
.straight press.
Gay Rights Movem1mt has been
Sure, our movement needs money to
seriously affected by internecine warsurvive - but it also needs all ofus who
fare and vicious attacks - internally believe in justice and equality. We need
based, we believe, predominantly · on
power and class issue1~. And because I -poor and rich, black and white, rural and
both of us have been actively partici- · urban, sophisticated and naive. Perhaps
pating on the na,tional scene, we've had
those in the NGTF / GRNL / Press
scenario could learn from Maine.
the sorry opportunity to observe close
We here in .,Maine have been very
hand what men and women can do to
fortunate, not lucky, as it's been the
their sisters and brothers in the name of
deliberate doing of a lot of good people.
political purity and gay patriarchy.
We first witnessed the warfare wag~ · Our movement for lesbian and gay
through several gay pap,ers ___, primarily . rights has 1,,een open, integrated,
trusting, and decidedly feminist - at ·
the Ad~Qcate (Q_u t of L,~0. and on_e of its
least in its political manifestations. And
staff being too few and underpaid (read:
as in all healthy families, dialogue has
gay people of substance wouldn't work
....

Love,
John Frank
San Francisco, California

/-

-

roving reporters (who wrote the atories
for the other papers) - to decimate and
to force the early "retirement" of Lucia
Valeska, former Executive Diredor of
the National Gay Task Force. The
"charges" were never very clear,
although NGTF was having t;r ouble
meeting its budget (who isn't?) and
Lucia was angering some wealthy white
men by her radical feminist dir,ection.
Some of these fellows succeeded . in
ousting her from her position, in what
insiders to that Board Meeting say was a
classic showdown between monied,
"fastlane" new movement folks and
grassroots, non-urban lesbian/gay
organizers with a feminist leaning. You
know who won. Waiting in the wings
was ·a new Executive Dfrectorwlnowas-acceptable to the "new-money" of the
movement.
.
And during this past year, we've seen
the same gay papers with the same gay
journalists and the same gay wealth
create turmoil, report the turmoil, and
force the resignation of Steve Endean,
Executive Director 'of the Gay Rights
National Lobby. The "charges" we've
read about in the gay press deal with
GRNL's budget being too small, Steve's
been the key. We should be proud of ourselves - bui we cannot let up caring and
communicating. .

We will consider for publication any
material that broadens our understanding of
our lifestyles and of each other. Views and
opinions appearing in the paper are those of
the authors only.
All material submitted must be signed and
include an address and/or_phone number, so
we can contact the author should we need to
consider editorial revisions. However, within
the pages of the newspaper, articles can
appear anonymously, upon request, and .
strict confidentiality will be observed. No
revisions or rejections of material will occur
without dialogue with the author.
I
We welcome and encourage all our readers
. to submit material for publication and share
your comments, criticisms and positive
feelings with us. Remember, OUR PAPER is
Your Paper!!! DEADLINE for each issue is
: the 10th -of the month.

. , SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $10 for 12 issues. Make
checks payable to "OUR PAPER." All
submissions and correspondence should be
sent to OUR PAPER, P.O. BOX 10744, Portland, Maine 04104.

OUR PAPER COLLECTIVE
Fred Berger
Skip Brushaber
Doug Cruger
DianeE
Diane Matthews

Jon LaGassey
K. MllX Mellenthin .
Liz Moberg
Elinor Goldberg
Jim Merrill

Some members of the collective do not feel
free to publish their names.
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really getting into us. When this nice cop
went in to talk to Luisa, she insisted on
arresting me. The other cops just took
over, fingerprinting me, the whole bit.
Luisa came out and made some kind of
joke. A few minutes later she was complaining about something, and I smiled.
When Luisa was making the jokes, the
police didn't say a word to her, but when
I smiled, they said, "You think this is
funny, young man?" It was real blatant
protect-the-landowner kind of thing.
They confiscated some of our picket
signs which is illegal. The next morning
was a rough comer to picket to begin
we called the Chief of Police and
with, but she had hired people to sit in
reported that. The cops got
the restaurant. (I didn't go that night; I
reprimanded. One woman cop who was
had stayed at the Castro restaurant.)
the most hostile tQ us - her job was on
But reports are that they were throwing
the line because of the way she handled
food at people. Then a few nights later
the whole situation.
Luisa said to me, "Don't go to Polk
Through that week, as the teams
Street. I have people there that will beat
who were working the blocked changed,
you up." About a week later four kids
. when they first caine, they were on her
. from Polk Street came [to the Castro
side. But by the end of the first week,
restaurant]. Sh·e had hired them for the.
most weren't even believing her because
night to 'counter-picket' - which is
of her.calls. One time she called and said
walking down the street asking people to
that Laurie had gone into the restaurant
eat at Luisa's. They sat on a railing in
but n o one there would corroborate her
front of the restaurant harassing
story because she hadn't gone in. So the
picketers. They actually turned out to,
word got out to the police. One even told
work in our favor, ·because they were
us that they were on their way on a call
saying things to people like, "Eat at
from Luisa, and the Chief or whoever's
Luisa's and support our drug habit."
in charge of the precinct, said over the
[Laughter]
radio, "Don't arrest any of the picketers;
They didn't come back. We talked to
they're all righ~. Just go and see what's
them, and most of them hadn't really
going on." Now they're real friendly to understood our situation .o r what.Luisa
us. She hasn't been calling lately, but
was like. They said when they left,
when she does, they usually come to us
"We're going to stay to get paid, but we
first to find out the story before they
·won't come back."
even go in to talk to her, which has been
Other -1ncidents have -oeeri where
a real tum-around.
we've gotten battered on the picket line
Also in the first week she got a :
by people that...there's no real way to
restraining order on us. We got an anti-link them with Luisa except that they're
,labor judge, and it's a real strict
-s upporters of hers. One man, a constant
restraining order, so that we're only
supporter of hers, went into the .
allowed to have three picketers in front'
restaurant and talked to Luisa's boyof the restaurant. That kind of official
friend for a few minutes and then came
administrative attitude has changed,'
out - we weren't even picketing at this
too, since the word's gotten out on how
point; we were ·just getting startea - . Luisa is.
_
and he started abusing two of the
John: What stage is the strike
women. He called Kim a "whore" and
currently in? How have dealings with·
started into this cold spiel, just horrible
the National Labor Relations Board
misogynist things - I'd never· heard
gone?
a Iot of them before - just screaming at
Michael: The NRLB is a real slow
her. She finally slapped his face, and he
process. In fact, most smart employershad her arrested for battery. I'ni pretty
insist that you go through the NRLB
sure that was a set-up; I can't imagine it
because it usually drags out the process.
wasn't.
Especially in ~ s_mall restaurant, the
The week before he had been there
with his lover and a group of business- people who put together the Gay Yellow
Pages for San Francisco. They were
having dinner in there. There are sliding
glass doors in front of the restaurant,
and this guy's lover opened the door and
. threw a lit cigarette at the legs of one of
the women who was-owearing nylons.
I've been hit ... (it's hard to remember) ...
three times. One time, a friend ofLqisa's
- a man that says he's her nephew,
although I don't think he is - I called
By Christine Torraca
him a scab and he hit me in the face.
Another time a man came out and called
The National Organization for
Kim something and grabbed her picket
Women held its 16th national consign and started hitting her with it. He
ference in Washington, D.C. from
then grabbed her by the neck with her
September 30 thru October 2. Approxiscarf and dragged her up the sidewalk.
mately 2000 women and meri attended,
When I went to help, he picked up a
from as far as away as California and
leather bag, hit me, and threw me into
Alaska, including ten women from
the window. Then he went back to Kim.
Maine. The theme of the conference was
Luckily that night the police were close
Women Make The Difference. Many
by, saw what happened and arrested
issues were dealt with and many
him. I think he could have done some
speakers were heard from over the three
real damage if they hadn't been right
days of the meeting. While most of the
there.
·
media attention, and indeed the· attenJohn: What's been the general
tion of many conferee attendees, was
response of the police?
focused on the political arena, the
Michael: When we first started
gender gap, and the. Democratic presipicketing in June, the police were autodential candidates, other areas of
matically supportive of Luisa. She
concern to feminists and lesbian
called them about every 20 minutes on
feminists were discussed to varying
us. They generally were harassing us. At
degrees during the conference.
the end of the first night (I guess it was
Several workshops dealing with
about 11:00, and we were picketing till
lesbian issues were presented. Among
midnight then), Renee was still working
them · were Running and Winning:
inside, and she screamed for help- that
Lesbian and Gay Involvement in
Luisa was harassing her. Kevin, one of
Electoral Politics; Uncle Sam Doesn't
the union organizers, and I went into the
Want You: Women in the Military,
restaurant to help_- Luisa said to get out,
which dealt with the status of women in
so I left. She then waited for the union
the military, as well as that of lesbians
people to leave, since they'd h~d more
and gay men; Lesbian Rights: An
experience, and then called.the police to
Action Plan for Chapters;
and
have them arrest me for trespassing.
Lobbying and Organizing for Lesbian
, Four cops came. One was pretty nice to
and Gciy Rights, which was presented
us. He told me that I wasn't allowed in
by- representatives from Gay Rights
there and that it was trespassing, but
National Lobby and the National Gay
that he would try to talk her out of
Task Force among others. In addition, arresting me. The other three police were
there was 'a Lesbian Rights Hearing

FINDING OUR POWER
Part ·II:

The Strike ·Continues;
The Community Reacts
By John Frank
This is the second part of a three-part
interview with Michael Ginther, who
eame to San Francisco from Portland in
the summer of 1982. Since June, he has
been picketing Luisa's Restaurant on
Casco Street. One reason this strike is
considered by the movement here as
important is because it is the first gay
strike to gain broad-based support in the .
gay community and· has served as ~
catalyzing agent for other gay businesses to organize.
.
' This month'.s portion of the interview
deals with encounters on the picket line
and reactions from the police, the gay
community, and supporters of Luisa
herself.

•••
John: The picket is now in its third
month. Ho'1V •has the restaurant's .
business been affected?
Michael: The community has been
overwhelmingly supportiye. The
union's amazed. They've never picketed
in an area where there's been more
support. We always say we've cut' her
business by 90%, but that's a modest
guess. There.are nights when only 4 or 5
people goin. Usually there are about 15
or 20 throughout the evening, but there
are nights when it's 9:00 before anyone
·has entered the place.
A couple times when we've stopped
picketing to try to negotiate, people were
actually angry at us when we came
back. It was like, "Where were you? Why
did you give her that leewa,r?.Why did
you let up? I mean,i{ was full in there!
What were you doing not on the
sidewalk?" So they've really been
supportive.
We've ·gotten overwhelwng su:i>p«;>rt
from the (Alice B. Toklas, Harvey Milk
and Stonewall) Democratic Clubs in the
city and from our gay [City] Supervisor,
Harry Britt. That's helped, but it's the
people in the neighborhood who are
really making it.
·
It's kind of surprising, especially to ·
people in the union, and a symbol of our
community growing up, I think. Five
·years ago a restaurant right across from
Luisa's tried to organize and they .didn't
have as much support., The feeling then
was you can't show the straight world
that there are problems within the gay
community, and that if you have a gay
business with a gay owner, you have to
support that, regardless of how they're
screwing their employees. Those people
picketed for almost a year and finally
just gave up. They didn't have the community support. Now it's just the _
opposite. It's so rare th,a t people go into
Luisa's. A lot of the people who do are
ones we've never seen b'efore; a lot of
them are straight people: friends of
hers. One man who used to go in almost- every night came out [of the restaurant]
and one of us made a comment, "Don't
you have any friends? Why are you here
by yourself every night?" or something
like that. And he said, "Yeah, I have
. friends but none of my friends will even
come into the Castro: they're all
straight," which is typical of. the
'mentality of the people who do go m.
John: Oh, so they wouldn't come to the
Castro because they didn't want to be
around "queers." I read somewhere·that
Luisa had hired thugs to harass the
picketers.
Michael: Yeah, well, Luisa has
interests in other restaurants in the city.
The first time anything happened, we
had decided to expand our picketing to
one of her other restaurants, which is in
a little rougher neighborhood, on Polk
Street in the city. The corner of Luisa's
Restaurant is where a lot qfhustlers and
prostitutes and drug dealers hang out. It

turnover is such that you don't have a
majority anymore by thEl'time the NRLB
finally acts. We filed with the NRLB in
the first few days after Luisa had found
out what was going on and.started firing
people. We all testified through July,
and. at the end of July, the NRLB made
its ruling, which apparently is the
strictest one that Local 2 [Culinary
Union] has ever , gotten. They found
Luisa guilty of 26 .counts of unfair labor
practices, and ordered her to negotiate to
give us our jobs back, along with l:iack
pay. When that action happens from the
NRLB, the employer has ten days to
respon and if they do, it automatically
goes to a hearing. Luisa responded, of.
course. The appeal won't be heard until
mid-December, but our case is strong.
It's so strong that the head of the NELB
office in San Francis'co was even willing
to make comments to newspap;ers,
saying he felt Luisa should give us our
jobs back. So that's been real good for
our morale, but it hasn't helped
practically.
John: Do you think the morale is
strong enough to carry the ,pick~ting,
through until December?
··
Michael: Well, people are more determined than ever, but just the realities of
life are making [it more difficult]. Our
time to picket is less: some of us have
·started school, had only intended to
work two or three days. Most of us have
had to find other jobs; some are temporary or part-time. I think only a couple
people have found it necessary to get a
full-time job which _a lmost precludes
picketing. But we've got enough to last, I
think. A lot of it is that the community
support has been so great that ifit gets
·down to one person in front of the restaurant, it's probably going to be enough to
keep most .people out.
A lot of organziations have come forth
to say they would help us picket. A lot
come down on their own to help us, but
we haven't even taken advantage o{the
lists of names we have of people who
have offered to help. I think there are.
enough to keep us going.
·

•••
Next month: Part 3 of "Finding Our
Power": Towards a . G«y Labor ·
Movement.

N.O.W. Passes
Gay & Lesbian
Resolution

which produced the two resolutions presented below, and a Lesbian Activists
Caucus. Some of the other workshops of
interest were Teenage Pregnancy and
the Feminization of Poverty; Violence
Against Women: A Political Solution;
Organizing Rural Feminists for Action;
and Why is Racism a Feminist Issue?
Maine NOW obtained tapes for several
workshops; if you · are interested in
listening contact Maine NOW at 7733333.
Each issue hearing can present two
resolutions to the floor for approval by
the body of credentialed delegates
(which numbered about 1400 at this conference). The lesbian rights issues
hearing presented the following two
resolutions which were adopted overwhelmingly without amendme_nt.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that
while NOW continues to work on all
aspects of lesbian rights, NOW at all
levels should be encouraged to actively
support legislation to fund AIDS
research and support services for AIDS
patients and their chosen families; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that NOW
at all levels shall be encouraged to
actively oppose legislation and/ or other
actions which would in any way limit _
the civil and human rights of lesbians,
gay men, bisexuals and others; ·and
.BE IT FURTHER R.ESOL VED that NOW
support the October 8, 1983 national and
local AIDS vigils.

***

. continued on page 4
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National NOW Conference,
September 30'."0ctober- 2
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that
the National Organization for Women
shall undertalle a project, entitled
''.Les_bian and Gay Rig_hs '84". .which
shall be aimed at the passage of state
level legislation to prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation/
perference in targeted states. With
detailed and continuing discussions
with the state NOW unit in the targeted
· state(s), a pilot project would be under~aken in one state in the first year and,
in the second year, would involve two to
six states in which NOW would campaign for passage of such legislation.
Targets would be chosen based on the
interest of the state NOW unit, the
· status of such legislation and its potential for passage, and the role of state
lesbian and gay rights organizations in
that effort. The campaign would involve
efforts at the state and national levels to
mobilize resources through tactics such
as phone banks, POMs, lobbying and
public organization. The January' 1984
-Lesbian Rights Conference in Milw~ukee '1'ould mark the kickoff of the
pilot ·proJect.
BEITFURTHERRESOLVEDthatNOW
shall 1'ndertake to examine other legis~tive strategies for iesbian and gay
rights. These shall include the potential
(o! J!as1!age qf legis/atiqn_Qn §uch i§sues
- as anti-lesbian and anti-gay violence
child custody and the right of lesbians e/,
full access to .Alternative Insemination
. by Donor, and the possibility of inclusion of sexual orientation/preference in
legislation on issues such as discrimina-·
tion _in credit or insurance, and the
possibility of writing legislation in.
gender-neutral terms.

As the result of a resolution passed in
·1982, NOW will sponsor a Lesbian
Rights Conference in Milwaukee
Wisconsin, January 20-22, 1984. Thi~
will be the first issues conference spon~ored by NOW. Additional sponsors are
being sought. The Lesbian ~ghts Con~

CUR

feren.ce will -not be.a NOW membership
mee?ng, . and all those interested in
lesbian nghts are invited and encouraged to attend.
_It is still early for final d~tails but
among the i:r\vited speakers' are
Anthony Earl, Governor of WisconsinKaren .C)ark, -Minilesota State Repre:
sen~tive (elected as an openly lesbian
candida~); and Gwen Craig, co-chair of
the National Association of Gay and
Lesbian Democratic Clubs. Many work's hops are being planned for the two and
a half day session. Among the titles are:
Gay and Lesbjan Candidates and
·Campaigns
_
Minority Communities and Lesbian
Rights
The Political Impact of AIDS
Rural Organizing on Lesbian RightsDomestic Partner Legislation
Military Rights, Women and Lesbians
The conference will be held at the Red
Carpet Inn in Milwaukee. Room rates
are low. Conference registration fee is
$30. NOW members who cannot afford:
the full fee are· encouraged to contact
NOW regarding the availability of
reduced or waived fees.
We are looking forward to this conference with great expectations. It is an
experiment, of sorts, for NOW. NOW has
not, in the past, sponsored or conducted
issues conferences, only annual
membership conferences. Lesbian
rights became the topic of this issues
conference ~8 a result of a 1982 resolution. Wisconsin was chosen as the conference site because it is the first state to
pass a gay civil rights law. Admittedly
thoughts of Milwaukee in January d~
not exactly warm the cockles of one's
heart, but we expect to be joining with
many other lesbian feminist activists
for tw.o days pf exciting, thoughtprovo~g, sparkling discugsion (and
entertainment)". For more information
.please contact Maine NOW, P.O. Box
5195, Sta. A, Portland, ME 04101,
telephone 773-3333.
.
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It's November. By the time this is
printed, there will probably have been
o~e o.r two brief flurries of snow, perhaps
stickmg on the grass but melting after a
few hours. Northern Maine is one week
or two ahead of the rest of the stateweather-wise, that is. We're a bit behind
in ou:1' weather patterns in the spring,
and hve a slower-paced life than 90% of
the population of Maine which lives to
the south of us.
Last month I said I'd talk about Northern Lambda Nord and our attempts to
publicize the existence of our group. In
the beginning . .. that was 1980 ... both
the Bango~ Daily News, our daily paper,
and the Samt John Valley Times, which
serves the Fort Kent-Madawaska-Van
Buren area, printed announcements of
NLN's meetings and a way to contact the
group. Since· that time, the Valley Times
has changed their policy. They no longer
will accept Lambda's brief announcements. No reason is given, but ~e all
know why. The Valley Times is one of six
weekly papers which serves Aroostook
County. The Fort Fairfield Review has
never been approached, but the other four
papers have been. These four papers a re
the Caribou, Presque Isle, Houlton and
Limestone/ Loring weeklies, all products
of Northeast Publishing Company of
Presque Isle, which is in turn owned by
the Bangor Daily. Northeast Publishing
has been consistent with their policy.
They ha~e always refused to accept any
commumty announcements from NLN .
on the grounds that they are "family
papers." (Gays are obviously hatehed
from eggs and do not have families of our
own-neither parents nor children.)
There was one time when Northeast did
accept our advertisement. That was in
1981, just before the Maine Lesbian and
Gaymen's Symposium VIII in Portland.
A photo-ready adv.ert, approximately 4
inches high by one column wide, was
taken to the Houlton office of the papers.
Money was paid to place an ad in all four
papers announcing the Symposium in
Portland. The next day our money and
the ad were returned in the mail. No explanation. When confronted in the Houlton office, the manager could give no
reason other than that he would or
rather could not accept the advertisement. A telephqne call, or rather a series
of phone calls were made to Bangor an:d
the people there who control Northeast
Publishing. When asked about the advertising policy of Northeast, the response
was, "What policy?" An explanation was
given and we were told that it would be
looked into. When we had-no reply after a
few days, another call was placed to Bangor and it was at this time that we were
told that Northeast would accept the advertisement. They did just that and
buried the small advert in the b~ttom
corner of the classified section. Since that
time, we have not bothered to pursue the
matter. But we do intend to try again. Our
~8:Y Phoneline needs some kind of publ~c~ty. Last year, the phone companypubhc1zed the address of the newly-installed
Phoneline, against our instructions, and
that resulted in harrassment of the men
living in Caribou where the Phoneline
was located; this included people dri-ving
by and yelling obscenities, stopping in
front of the house and just sitting there,
and even throwing eggs at the house.
They have since moved; but it did not
take long for the locals to find out where
they are. No serious incidents have oc·
curred since their move, however. The
phone company has apologized for their
mistake and promised that it would n ot
happen again. In addition, they h ave
granted our request to place the Gay
Phoneline in the State Resources listing
in the front of the Aroostook County
phone books, northern and southern editions. The Phoneline'will be lisJed under
"Family Services a nd Counseling" on
page three, along with the Maine Rightto-Life Committee, the Abortion Hotline,
and the American Red Cross.

Visibility is our problem. There is
lack of support from the local print media
ap.d we have no legal recourse. We are invisible. Two winters ago, the Lambettes
froze our little fingers and toes constructing a 20 foot square by 12 foot high snow
sculpture in front of the police station for
the Caribou Winter Carnival. This Greeklike temple, painted pink and black and
.snow white, inscribed with pink triangles
and hollowed out so that anyone could
walk inside it (the kids loved to run
through it), this highly visible construction which had "N- -N" on the front
(~omeone aske? us why the "Y'; was upside-down), this not-to-be-ignored snow
sculpture at the center of town was just
that. Ignored. The judges did not talk to us
when they made their rounds on the day
of the judging, would not have bothered to
.go inside the snow sculpture and read the
countless names we had spray-painted inside, names of famous lesbians and gaymen, past and present, unless we had not
almost forcibly dragged them inside.
They seemet:. to ignore the paintings of
men dancing with men and women with
women covering the front of the sculpture.
And to top it off, after one of the staff photographers from the Caribou paper took
photos of all the sculptures in town including ours, she was told that the photo
of "that" sculpture would not be printed.
"B1:1t, but, you know who THEY are!" she
was told. Talk about invisible!
Passage of the gay-lesbian rights bill
(or human rights or total rights or whatever you call it) will not affect our access to
,t he media. The radio stations in the
County have been similar in their response to us as the papers, but not as consistently anti-gay. The one TV station has
accepted every Public Service Announcement (PSA) we have sent and they have
even had two interviews on their news
programs with Lambda members. Some
of the radio stations have accepted PSA's ·
others have not. One station WDHP i~
Presque Isle, even went so fa; as to i; sue
some type of restraining order barring one
of the Lambs from "bothering the staff' of
the station-and all he wanted to do was
to speak to the station manager to find out
why we would not accept our PSA!! The
weekly papers on the New Brunswick side
of the border have been better than the
County pl,lpers, accepting our money,
multi-colored as it is in Canada and one
of tlie French languag8"papers, Le Madawaska, wrote a feature article about
Lambda Nord. Lest I forget to mention
her, Virginia Hiltz, the Bangor Daily
New~ bureau chief ~ Houlton, has been
consistently supportive, as has the Bangor Daily. They have accepted and printed
every item we have submitted, and Virginia interviewed several Lambs and
wrote a feature article for the County Page
of the BDN on the occasion ofNLN's first
anniversary. I should also mention Alan
Weiner of WOZI-WOZW radio in'. Presque
Isle/ Monticello/ Houlton. His radio stations have a weekday talk snow. Twice in
the past three years NLN members have
been guests on the program to talk with
Alan and answer questions from listeners
who call in. So, all in all, we have had
some successes and some failures. It's
interesting to note that one of the most
· hostile reactions to our request for a radio
PSA came from one station manager who
is himself gay. We can truly be our own
worst enemies.
So that covers much of what we've tried
to do to publicize our group. Most recently,
we a ttempted to get some distribution locations for Our Paper. Marston's in
Presque Isle is one of two bookstores in the
County, the othef'is in Houlton-York's.
Mrs. Marston flatly refused to carry Our
Paper. She would not give a reason, nor
would she state why she did sell Honcho
Manda te, etcetera. Probably becaus~
those, magazines make her money; .Our
Paper is free and would not add to her coffers. If you live in the County, you probably should not add to her coffers, either.
Get .your skin mags from Habeeb's in
Caribou, a nd buy your books a nd magazines by mail. Don 't support homophobic
businesses.
Weli, the a ctivities spon sored by
Lambda continue. We h ad a great Hallowe'en pa rty in Caribou last month.
We're all looking forward to our Christmas a nd New Year's parties. Our November calendar includes the following: Fri,\
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ORGANIZATIONS
GAV PEOPLES ALLIANCE .UPDATE
By Jim Men:-ill

In an attempt to redistribute responsibilities, in October Steve Waltman,
Gfi\ coordinator, resigned as chairperson of th~ Friday night Gay P~opl-e'~
Alliance meetings. There are now two
new co-chairpersons: Phil Gatreau and
Don Essman. The format . of. thes_e_
meetings, as previously, is dependent
upon the needs of the group. Usually the
meeting is divided; the first forty-five
minutes is set aside for the discussion of
new and old business, while the
remainder is set aside for specific topics
of discussion or any other planned
activit~. Currently attempts are being
m11de to schedule speakers - for this
portion of the meeting.
September 24, Harbormasters, "Portland's leather club, ·sponsored the
Autumnfest Flea Market. All proceeds
went to benefit AIDS-related projects.
GPA members were present to set up a
table and raised $63, of which one half
went to Harbormasters. The remainder
was placed in the GPA genera~ bu~get.

A gay men's, support group has been
meeting and is - facilitated by Bo
Bergstrom who is the peer counselor
with the GP A. He previously facilitated
a group for 'gay and bisexual men with
Mid-Coast Gay Men in Belfast. We feel
very fortunate to have such a qualified
person as Bo working with us. The group
is currently meeting on Tuesday
evenings at 7:00 p.m. in the Student
Union Building at · 92 Bedford Street,
USM/ Portland campus. · Drop-ins to
the group are most welcome at these
meetings.
Coming out in November is the Gay
People's Newsletter, being written and
composed by GPA members. Gay issues
as they occur at the university level, a
discussion of past and upcoming GPA
events and a personal ad column are
among topics to be featured in the newsletter. Anyone interested in helping with
the newsletter may contact Phil at 7804085.
The new GPA staff includes: Steve
Waltman, coordinator; Phil Gatreau,
meeting chairperson; and staff members
Tim St. Pierre and Stephanie Morong.

(
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BateS' Gay.Grads
Convene
By Todd S. Trevorrow

Have you ever had this experien~e?
Your college cordially invites you and
your wife to attend a reunion. The school
has weekend da'y-care for your children,
· a family picnic planned for Saturday
afternoon, and of course a reunion dance
in the gym on Saturday night. You are
gay. You have neither wife nor children,
and your lover is not quite what the
college has in. mind .for y ciurSaturday
night dancing partner. You may choose'
to at!end your reunion in the still-single
category, or probably p ass up one-more'
alumni event that does not really have a
place for you.
In mid-September all of that changed
for a group of us w]lo returned to Bates
College in Lewiston for the weekend. As '
gay and lesbian alumni of Bates
College, we returned as guests of the
student Gay / Straight Alliance. There
were twelve_of us, four women and eight
· men, and for many of us this was our
first trip back 'to Bates. It felt good to
make the connection . between our
gayness and our school.
We returned from as far away as
Philadelphia and New York, and we
represented ten clasl!eS between the
years· of 1967 and 1983. We .are
educators, allied health professionals,
business people, political and civil
rights organizers, graduate students,
and in keeping with the national
averages, one of us is unemployed. We
talked with gay and lesbian students at
our school, shared our experiences with ·
them, and talked long and hard among
ourselves about our future as Bates
alumni. We realized, that as gay an<!

lesbians, we had special interests, and
that we need to make Bates College
aware of those interests. We made plans.
Our interests include support for gays
and lesbians currently at Bates
financial support of the college in way~
that are important to us, and support
and communication among ourselves.
What would we like from Bates
College? I am sure that the answer
would vary little, no matter which of us
you asked.' We would like Bates to be the
kind of college where young gays and ·
lesbia11-s can achieve the sort of positive ·
identity that is a major task of young
adulthood. Bates has begun. Since 1980
a gay student group has had officiai
college recognition.
This is, however, no more than a
beginning. To date the College has
refused to add the phrase "sexual orientation". to the College's discrimination .
disclaimer. Gay student efforts to bar.
U.S. military recruiters from campus
have failed. A faculty proposal to require
outside groups to explain their policies
of discrimination; if a group wants to be
allowed on campus, bogged down in a'
College trustee committee. Gay alumni
would like Bates College to do more, and
.perhaps with our help that day will
coDie.
Finally, we had fun. We had Saturday
night dinner at Graziano's,. and at the
Sportsman's Club - Lewiston's gay
bar- we enjoyed an evening of revelry
and.dancing. We agreed that we would
like to meet at Bates in the spring.
If you are . a Bates College graduate
and would like to know i:.nore about our.
group, send inquiries to: Todd S.
Trevorrow, P.O. Box 981, Casco, ME
04015.

-.BOWDOIN GAYS EMERGE
BOWDOIN GAY-S.TRAIGHT ALLIANCE

Congratulations
to "Our Paper"
from "Coping"
and the Maine Assoc.
of Handicapped Persons

continued. from page 4
day; Novemb.er Ii, discussion group near
Caribou; Saturday, November 19, NLN
fundraising supper, $8 per person for a
delicious meal including salad, linguini
with clam sauce, lasagna, garlic bread,
spumoni, wine; this will benefit the Gay
Phoneline to help pay for newspaper advert!sing; reservations paid in advance
requested; the meal will be held in central
Aroostook; Sunday, November 27,·
monthly pot luck meal and business
meeting near Woodstock, N.B. If anyone
wants to find out more about NLN, call
the Gay Phoneline on Wednesdays, 7-9
pm; at other times, you can leave a mes- ·
sage on the tape. (896-5888). That's all for
this month. Have a good turkey day, all
you carnivores! Bye from the Lambs of
the North-baa-a-a-a-a!

Spouses and Ex-Spouses of gay men
and lesbians have particular issues to
share with others who can deeply understand their experience. You are invited
to experience your pain, the malignant
effects of self-pity and resentment and to
come and share the gifts that life has
brought you.
.....:. Call Mary at 773-1924 or 774-6327,
ext. 257.

· What comes to mind when you think
of Bowdoin College: preppies, preppies,
preppies... and gays? Gays?? Yes, the
Bowdoin College Gay-Straight Alliance,
though smajl, is alive and well this year
sponsoring weekly (or semi-weekly)
meetings, a ·weekly (or semi-weekly)
anonymous men's support group and, so
far, one "field trip" to the Underground.
How~ver, all is not well in Brunswick.
The Bowdoin student body is
distressingly becoming less and less
diverse each year, and the College con°
tinues to attr~ct a strong macho
presence that is, to put it mildly,
homophobic. Few gays report feeling
any personal danger on campus, but the
. number of students who have fully come
out of the closet can be counted on one
hand. Only six students have attended
our first two meetings along with three
· staff or faculty members and one
member of the Brunswick community.
Additionally, we. have directly
encountered strong homophobia. We
fu:mly suspect that the fifty copies of the
first edition of Our Paper that we
proudly placed on the information desk
were discarded by a student, because the
entire stack disappeared within a few
days. Likewise, the posters placed in the
union announcing our first meeting the only meeting of the semester we so
publicly .a nnounced - were also tom
down within hours, a continuation of a
tradition from last year. Most importantly, we received only one third of
· the funds we requested from the student
government this year. We considered
our request very reasonable - $900 especially as it was the same amount we
received last year, but the student
government is very conservative this:
year .and cut back on the funding of
several other organizations as well. The ·
allotment will prevent us from bringing

to campus many stimulating. s,p eakers·
or good lesbian/ gay films, including
Word ls Out.
Despite these problems, we remain
resoundingly optimistic, as we are positive many more gays and bisexuals are
enrolled at Bowdoin and we hope more
and more will feel free to attend
meetings. We also hope to reach out to
those not ready to ·attend meetings
through those films and lectures our
budget will allow us to host. "Com-·
fortable" is one theme we hope to stress,
and we plan to move meetings from the
Women's Resource Center, which can be
a center of activity, to the much quieter
Chase Barn Chamber across from the
campus. We also want to structure at
least the next several regular meetings
featuring scheduled speakers or 'discussion topics so as to encourage more to
attend. we also want to actively eradicate a feeling that the G.S.A. pressures
its members to come out of the closet.
Though we definitely want to inform
members of the 'benefits of coming out of
the closet and to help those who want to
do so, we want to also promote a philosophy that, as" one member of our ·
anonypious men's support group said,
"Everyone has a right to being in the
closet, and that closet can be of as high a
quality as the individual chooses."
.
__Th_e' presence of Our Paper greatly
encourages. all of us-, and we strongly
comm~nd and congratulate its founders
and Wish them cont!_nuingjoumalistic
success. we also look forwarif to contributing to future issues.
Finally, we warmly invite all those
reading this to our meetings, n9t only
students but all Bowdoin faculty and
staff as well as all individuals from
outside the College community. And,
please spread the word!·
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OUR PEOPLEAn interviewwith
JOHN PRESTON:
His Life, Politics &Vision
.•

· John Preston is a 37-year-old writer,
former editor of The Advocate, now
living in Portland. He writes for a wide
range of periodicals, features and book
reviews for the Portland Chronicle, "The
Letter From \\{aine" for Bay Windows,
and articles for a range of gay maga. zines from Drummer to Christopher
Street. His novel, Franny, The Queen Of
Provincetown, was published earlier
this year by Alyson Publications who
will also release I Once Had A Master, a
collection of short stories, this January.
Mr. Benson, which originally appeared
as a magazine serial, has just been published as a novel by Alternate Pub:
lishing Company. Preston was interviewed for Our Paper on September 5,
1983 at his Park Street apartment.

By Doug Cruger

if you work with words all day you don't
have any words left to write. And that's
essentially true. Working at the
Advocate, I put in more than an eighthour day. And always with words and
ideas. By the time I was done, the last
thing in the world I wanted to do was sit
down at the typewriter. So I wrote
precious little. After I returned to New
York, for numerous reasons I had a very
difficult time getting another job, so, to
make some money ·1 got a job temptyping. I remember this intense dismay
at feeling that my life was a waste
because I had all this education, all this
experience. But a week later I was as
happy as anyone· could possibly be. I
wasn't working with words anymore,
and suddenly all my own ideas and all
my own thoughts were coming to the
fore. So I worked .as a secretary, and it
was wonderful, and it released all these
things that allowed me to write. So that
started - with Mr. Benson.
DC: Tell me ~bout your relationship
to Drummer Magazine.
JP: I had a good relationship with
the publisher and editor of Drummer,
John Embry and John Rowberry, and
they were delighted [when I moved to
New York] because, being based in San
Francisco, they didn't have anybody in
New York who could do things, who
could write. So I started writing for
them. I covered openings of stores; I was
doing bar reviews; I did all kinds of
things.
DC: Is there any significance to the
fact that, in Drummer, Mr. Benson was
published under the name of Jack
Prescott?
JP: There is no significance, whatsoever. When I handed in that first
chapter, the publisher called me back in
record time and said that not only do I
want to publish this story, but what you
really have is the first chapter of a novel.
Imagine, the first piece of fiction I'd
written. Not only did they want to publish it, but they wanted to tum it into a
book! But it was very intensely sexual and this was five years ago. And they
simply assumed that no one who would
write this would want it under his own
name. So we_ca~e up with Jack Prescott.

DC: How did John Preston, author of
"the S and M love story of the 1980s,"
ever get to Portland, Maine?
JP: Three years ago I sat down and
made a conscious decision. I had grown
up in a small town in New England.
When I was 18 I had gone away to
college, and that had become a whole
trek through major cities in the United
States. I went to college outside Chicago.
I lived in Minneapolis, Philadelphia,
New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
and back to New York. My writing had
gotten to a place where I didn't have to
have any kind of job necessarily to
support myself. So I sat down and made
a list of all the things I wanted and
where I wanted to be. It was a very 1960s
kind of consciousness thing. And all of
that list pointed to Portland.
DC: In what way?
JP: Most important was moving
back to New England. Having been
brought up very, very self-consciously as
a Yankee, being in New England was
very-important to me, and it was very
important for me to come back and
reclaim part.of that. I wanted to live on
the ocean. I wanted to live in a city that
had a gay community. I wanted to bein
a city that had at least the essential
amenities of urban American. And I
wanted quick access to Boston and New
York. I was familiar with Portland; I
have been here every summer of my life
since I was seven years old in Madison,
New Hampshire. Portland was the city
of my summers. As soon as I put it all ,
down on papers, it was very clear that
this is where I should come. So I did.
DC: Have you always been a writer?
JP: I had begun writing in college; I
was a reporter for a local newspaper.
DC: In a way, Franny is kind of a
Then I got involved in editing. I edited a
departure from the writing you had done
number of periodicals: the Advocate in
in New York.
California and, when I came back to
JP: I really question if it's much of a
New York, Mandate. .
departure. I think Franny is part of my
DC: How did you go from· editing to
whole life.
writing your own stu:ff?
DC: How so?
JP: Well, I got some good advice. The
JP: I think that all of my writing
great hero of my life is a man named
Sam Steward, who wrote a lot of gay
revolves around the dignity of gay men.
I recently had a very strange experience.
fiction under the name of Phil Andros.
I re-read Mr. Benson just a while ago- I
(He was also a tattoo artist, and he
hadn't read it_for years - and saw all
tattooed me in this great moment of
kinds of'things, all kinds of flaws. Then I
symbolism, which is very meaningful to
went back and read Franny, and then I
me.) Sam didn't write for many, many
read the manuscript for my short story
years. He had written two novels when
book which comes out in January. Then
he was quite young, but then he became
I read some of my essays . .There are
an academician; he taught literature. He
definite recurrent themes - about the
was a protege of Gertrude Stein's, and
nobility of gay men, about the potential
she used to get very angry at him for
teaching. ·She said at one point that he · positive nature of gay relationships.
should go out and be a butcher, because, What separates Franny is that it is not a

me that is Franny and to learn to love
it." Is there a part of Franny in all of us?
Is there a part of Franny in you?
JP: For sure there are parts of
Franny in me - and parts of Franny in
an · of us. I think it's the essential
defiance and the struggle for selfaffirmation that I hope Franny personifies, but I never did sit down and
think, I'm writing a medieval morality
play with Everyman. I think we all
should be Frannys, especially in terms
of the care he gives and insists other
people give to the people who come after.
If we don't have an intergenerational
responsibility, then all we do is trivial. If
all -it means to be gay is to fuck, then
being gay is trivial. What we have to
give to lift that up is respect - certainly
respect in all of our relationships - but
especially intergenerational respect.
That's why Sam Steward's important to
me.
DC: He's a role model for you. But
Franny seems to arise from nowhere.
He seems to have no idea of family,
except that he apparently leaves his
family at an early date. How important
is family in the coming-out process?
How about gay men - and women who come out in·the midst offamily and
don't separate themselves from family?
JP: Family's not that important to
Franny. There are indications of who
the family was - Franny went to
Chelsea High School, Franny's father
was an alcoholic - and these things
influence other relationships in
Franny's life.
DC: How did your own family
influence your coming out?
JP: Certainly one of the reasons I
went to college in Chicago and not New
England was to be away from my
family, because I knew I had to come out.
I did iny major coming out in Chicago.
When I wanted to become a gay liberationist, very important to me as a matter
sexual book, so the nobility isn't
expressed in sexuality and there's no ... - of survival, I moved to Minneapolis. I
have two brothers who are fifteen and
heroicism in the context of sexuality.
eighteen years younger than I am, and I
The more ess~ntial themes are still the
have to admit that I moved to Minneasame.
polis to begin my gay activism because
DC: Where did the_idea for Franny
those brothers would have been in the
come from?
first and third grades at that time, and I
JP: Franny has a real strange
was not willing to put my brothers. in
history. The first two page speech in the
grade school, th..·ough the intensity of
book -:- abol!t Franny having a pink
their brother being a faggot on Boston
sweater, being verbally ~ssaulted by
television where all their friends could
some toughs on Boston Common,
wanting to throw the sweater away, and
have seen me. Now, I don't know if that
finally deciding to hold up his head,
was truly necessary. I don't think I
walk by and never look back - I had for
would have done that for those reasons
today, and I certainly don't hesitate now
a long time. I tried to do dozens of things
with it. I tried to make it into a detective
to interact with my two brothers as a gay
novel; I had Franny as a suspect in a
man.
murder case; I tried to make it into a
DC: Franny focuses on gay maie
traditional novel. And every time l
liberation. Where do women fit into that
. turned around it seemed to me that that
liberation?
speech in particular made the character
JP: My interest in gay men is the
into a caricature. Finally, some friends
result of many years of political
encouraged me to just stick with the
activism, and the involvement of a
speeches, go along with more speeches,
person as a political activist, in my perand that's how it happened.
ception and in my experience, must
always and intensely and increasingly
DC: Who is Franny written for?
be involvement of one's self with one's
JP: Clones. Everything I write's
own group. It's important to be supaimed at clones. Clones to me are young
portive of and to understand other
gay inen trying to find a place in the ·
groups - liberations, if you will - but
my primary allegiance is to gay men.
I'm 37 years old. I began my political
activism in high school, and I very
quickly switched it over to gay and
lesbian concerns, and in the context of
doing that I was very intensely and constantly encouraged to focus on gay men,
both by lesbians and gay men that I met.
And
this is my group of primary
world and trying to like themselves and
allegiance.
one another. I think they're the most
DC: What role do women play in your
exciting thing that's happened in the
.
life?
gay world since I've been in it, which is
JP:
Let
me
put
it
this
way: women are
over twenty years. It became very clear
certainly part of my life. Th~re are some
to me when I was ·writing for Drummer
women who are very important in my
that I had a specific audience, essenlife. Some of them happen to be lesbians.
tially clones. And I use the term in the
But tµey are not part of my gay life. My
most positive sense. The things that are
gay life is intensely masculine and
important to me are to be supportive of
always has been. Now, the society forces
them; to write about why it's okay for
us because of its definitions - not our
them to do what they've done and to be
definitions - into a coalition between
on the· search they're on. So Franny is
gays and lesbians. Arid that's because
not written .for the literary establishthe
society cannot differentiate between
ment.
different kinds of homosexuality. My
DC: Is Franny a universal character?
own perception of homosexuality, mal~
JP: I never stopped to make that kind
and female, has always been that, if you
of literary thought.
·
really
want a spectrum of sexuality, it
DC: Yet there is a line in Franny,
doesn't
go from hterosexuality to homowhen Joshua first comes to know
It goes from male sexuality to
sexuality.
Franny and resolves "to find that part of
female sexuality. So that, in reality, gay

·"I think (clones are) the most exciting
thing that's happened in the gay
world since I've been in it ... "

men, who are the definition of ·male
sexuality, and lesbians, who are the
definition of female sexuality, are at
opposite ends of the spectrum - not in
the middle of the spectrum, as homosexuals, between male and female
heterosexuals. We each inform our own
sex about our sexuality and about the
potentials of that sexuality. Because
each of the two groups - gay men and
lesbians - is so informed about sex at a
personal level, and because each can be
so informed about being socialiy ostracized, we often, on our own, get into
certain "together" places.
DC: We've all been through the same
war.
JP: I don't think we have been
through the same war. I disagree. I think
we've been through different wars and many similar skirmishes. I think
the issues for gay men coming out are
not the issues of women, except as the
society perceives them. We have been
through many of the same skirmishes,
and we end up understanding certain
things, sharing certain perceptions. We
do not end up in the same place. The war
is different.
~ DC: Franny is a drag queen of the
fifties and sixties. How do you feel about
the negative attitudes many gay men
have for drags . today? In the current
macho-leather-disco scenes, drag
queens are still perceived to be on the
fringes of what is accepted:
JP: Before I answer that, remember,
your question has a very strong regional
prejudice behind it. That happens to be
true - I'll accept that - for New
England and perhaps generally for the
northeast. It is not true for the south,
where drag is much more prevalent. Nor
is it nearly so disdained on the . west
coast.
.

There are certain things that, if it were
written today, would never have happened. Certain Sand M fantasies that,in
an age of AIDS, I would never accommodate. Jamie, for example, fulfills one
of the great S and M fantasies of the
Bottom, which is to give his bottom
away. And he's used by other men. If
that were written today, it probably
would be monogamous. Mr. Benson
would not tolerate Jamie having sex
with anybody else. In a sense, it's a preAIDS book.
DC: Yet Mr. Bensonissetinthebars
and backrooms of 1970's New York.
What's happening in those bars today.
JP: Are you asking for a report?
DC: Sure.
· JP: The report is, a couple of them
have turned themselves into voyeuristic
places, where there's nothing but j.o.
.DC: The Mineshaft?
JP: Not the Mineshaft: But l)ars like
ft ··have fumed .. themselves into j.o.
places. At the Mineshaft there's lots of
sexuality going on, lots of people
choosing to contiue certain sexuality,
despite what they know to be the very
great risks.
DC: I know that you have gone
through a lot of personal trauma as a
result of the rise of AIDS. You've dealt
with it personally among your friends.
From that perspective, how do you view
the current situation?
JP: I think the main responsibility is
to be educated and, second, to be even
more responsible than before II hnnt
.
E h of us has to make our
sexuality: . ac
d understand . even
own decisions an
.
b t
more clP.arly that we
~--are talkm_g a ou .
risks. We were always taking risks. Anyone haviµg sex takes risks. Some of us
have chosen to be celibate. I think that
happens to be an overstatement. Some
of us have chosen not to change our lifestyles at all. I feel that that's irresponsible. But there should be information
that's consumed and a lot more information that's exchanged l;>etween potential
sex partners. ·
DC: How about AIDS as an issue in
Maine?
.
JP: The reality is that AIDS is not an
issue in Maine, as far as I'm concerned.
We talk about it a lot. People get
kind of fantasy - sad little boys being frightened a lot. And I'm sure lots of
people have changed their lifestyles.
saved by heroic queens.
The unfortunate reality is that nothing
DC: Mr. Benson, as a character, is
will really change until there is a "native
quite a heroic figure in some circles. I'm
case." And once there's a "native case,"
wondering if anybody like that really
exists.
we're going to have to deal with panic.
We're going to have to deal with misJP: Mr. Benson, like Franny, exists
information. And at that time it's going
as a potential in anybody. Anybody who
to be devastating. I say that because I
would choose to strive to become like
watch a progression. My life in the past
that. It's the whole point of a fictional
hero. And Franny's boys exist in all of
couple of years has taken place mainly
in Portland, but two places that I go to
us. His boys are pretty hot-shit heroes.
often are New York and Boston. New
DC: Now that Mr. Benson is going
York is the most devastated city in the
into general circulation, how do you
country by AIDS, just in terms of sheer
think it will be received? It will probably
numbers. Ther~ is no one I know who's
have wider circulation now - or at least
been in New York who does not know an
different circulation - than it had in
Drummer.
AIDS victim. Boston is in a secondary
category. It's not nearly as devastated
JP: That's hard to say. Magazines
as New York - or Washington or San
have pretty high circulation. Books
Francisco. But there are cases there,
have very small runs. I think the humor
inc;reasing numbers of cases. Portland is
of the book will be much more perceiva minimal risk city. We have had - so
able. If you read the whole thing, you're
far - no "native cases." And you can see
more aware I think of the humor in it
the clear progression of people's
than the intense-sexuality.
DC: How would you describe the . reactions from New York to Boston to
humor? ·
Portland. In New York, there's near
hysteria. In Boston, there is . active
DC: Well, it mainly comes. from
concern. In Portland, there is lackaJamie, the Bottom character. The
funniest parts to me were when Jamie
daisal concern. It's difficult for me
because I am one of the few people I
was dealing with this guy who he thinks
know here who intimately knows people
Mr. Benson wants as a new lover, and in
all the machinations he goes through to
with AIDS. I'm in utter disbelief of those
people who don't respond in a meaningtry to keep this man from moving in with
Mr. Benson.
ful way to AIDS.
DC: Are there aspects of Mr. Benson
DC: You have written - and told us
himself that are humorous?
- about Billy. It strikes me that you
have already created some very memorJP: I think so, but you can't see them
able characters - Franny and Mr.
through Jamie's eyes because Jamie
Benson. Does Billy nave the potential .
can't see them, and Jamie, of course, is
for being another "character"?
narrating the story. Jamie insists on
JP: Probably not. Remember, we're
making Mr. Benson this totally perfect
talking about an ex-lover. And to the
man.
extent that I have become essentially
DC: Mr. Benson is· set in a very
the writer of fiction, I can't imagine
special historical context. I wonder why
being able to write that story with any .
it is called - both in its Drummer serialiintegrity. To the extent that our reconzation and in its current book form ciliation is not totally complete - and
"the Sand M love story of the 1980s." I
it's not (we're talking about ex-lovers,
would characterize it more as a product
and there's a lot left over) - he has
of the 1970s.
chosen, thank God, that I not document
JP: That is when it was written.
his death. That has been suggested by
no intensity like that. I certainly was
involved in S and M. I certainly was
involved in the leather lifestyle. I certainly had many of those fantasies. But
it was by far the most fictional of the
things I have written. The short stories
that are coming out are intensely sexual,
and they're much more clearly autobiographical. If anything, there's a
progression - from Mr. Benson, to
Franny, to the short story book.
DC: Your Drummer editor called Mr.
Benson a "conversionary tale of decloning."
JP: I never understood that. They put
that in. An editor, in fact, put in a line
where Jamie, the Bottom character,
says that Mr. Benson was going to declone him. I honestly don't unders_tand
what they meant by that, and if I had
caught it I probably would have taken it
out: I can only assume that "clone" is a
negative term to them. It's not to.. me.
DC: ItseemstomethatJamiewasrecloned, rather.than de-cloned.
JP: Well, it's cloning. Many people
use the word "clone" in its literal sense
- a bunch of undifferentiated people
who flock to a blind kind of conformity. I
never see that as true. I think that when
people wear what ·are called "clone
clothes," they are making a .nonconformist statement. It's much more
important in the context of the whole
society than the idea that they're going
to be looking somewhat like one another.
DC: Mr. Benson seems to me like a
fantasy adventure, almost extreme, like
Buck Rogers in · the Twenty·fifth
Century. "Slaves being saved from evil
masters,"· as one of your characters
states. Is there something of that in it?
JP: Sure. Remember I talked about
Franny and Mr. Benson and all of my
w.ork as part of that. Franny's the same

"If you want a spectrum of sexuality . ..
it goes fro in male sexuality to f enJ,ale
sexuality. So that in reality gay men
· .. and lesbians . .. are a! opposite
ends of the spectrum."
DC: Have we forgotten our roots?
JP: Franny is not an Everyman. Our
roots are not totally in drag queens. It is
one of our places, one of our heritages. I
think that the gay man today should
always be suspicious of anyone trying to
separate us from other gay men, no
matter who the other gay men are. We
should be doubly - triply - suspicious
of racism in our own community. We
should be very suspicious of people
looking to be as masculine as the rest of
the community. Gay men should always
be on the lookout against trying to make
ourselves nice for the rest of the community. It is a dead end street. Society is
not going to accept any of us until it
accepts all of us. I firmly believe that. It
was disastrous in the fifties. Here were
all these people running around in the
early gay organizations, saying that if
we only dressed up in coat and tie,they' d
accept us. _A nd if we only got rid of these.
people in drag, if we only got rid of these
people in leather jackets, then we'd be
just as nice as the rest of America, and
we'd be fine. It'1:1 bullshit. It didn't work,
it isn't working, and it never will work.
Besides that, there's n o sense to a community who's not compassionate. If our
interconnectedness has any sense to it
at all, that interconnectedness has to
include everybody. Once a person is
identified ·socially and publicly as gay,
that person should be supported. I think
one of the reasons gay men don't like
drag queens is that the drag queen - or
effeminate man - brings out the hatred
of the general society. And when we see
how the general society looks at gay men
in drag, we see essentially how much
·
we're hated.
. DC: Now, after five years, comes Mr.
Benson in book form. But it was your
first novel, and it's written in the first
person. Is there something autobiographical or something in your own
e_xperience that comes close to Mr:
Benson as character - or to Jamie?
JP: No. There are certain incidents,
but there was no relationship like that,

a
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people. fve thought -about writing
fiction about AIDS. I'm delighted that
another guy by the name of .Frank
Mosca is going to do a book like I might
have written. But right now, .I'm too
close, and I can't write about these
things.
DC: As a writer - and as one who
has liv~ and worked in the largest of
our ga:y ghettos - how do you see Maine,
and especially Portland?
JP: I've written about Portland a lot
in Mandate and Torso, for example. And
I've set some stories in Portland. This is
a very small city but also a very
sophisticated city. I think that everything exists in Portland that exists in
New York, simply in much smaller
numbers. There are not enough numbers
to create what would be called a political
mass. I find Portland very vibrant,
much more sophisticated than gay communities in much larger cities. Certainly, as any place would be, it's more
provincial than New York. There's a
tendency for groups to be too small and
too closed.
DC: How so?
JP: It's very seldom that different
groups cross their lines. There's not
enough open communication among the
groups. The Harbor Masters that I
belong to had a flea market for AIDS,
and it was a wonderful success. And one
of the ways it was a success was that all
these people from GPA and all these
Harbor Masters, people who would
never have found common ground, at
least saw one another for four hours, had
many conversations, and bought from
each other. I though_t that was wonderful. It was one of the side benefits of that
afternoon. I think that too often each
others' turf is perceived as being too contentious. People don't go from bar to bar
as much as they might because they see
each of the bars exclusive to another
group. Or many of the people I know in
the bars never even consider going to a
GPA function, assuming they would be
· unwelcome. I wish · we had more allcomm unity events . That's what
happens in larger city - that's where
some of the lines get broken down.
DC: In Franny, near- the end of the
part about Franny and Ted, after the
incident at the Crown and Anchor when
the crowd has defied the rule against
men dancing with men, Franny makes
an important sw.tement with a lot of
hope attached to it. "I knew then," he
says, "that my boys wouldn't ever have
to stop dancing ever again. And that
was the way it was supposed to be."
JP: I think that every time gay men
take another step - and certainly being
able to dance with one another in
Provincetown at that moment in history ·
is an example of it - we stop and refuse
to ."go back." I cannot imagine the
circumstances under which we would go
back _
to that. I cannot imagine the situation in which gay men in Portland would
allow these bars to be closed. There are
significant moments that have
produced significant historical events.
Unfortunately they have been violent.
But they've been there. Gay men have
just 'said "no!" They're not moments
when leaders have organized; they have
been spontaneous moments when the
gay community said "no." Stonewall is
clearly one of them. The Dan White
Riots in San Francisco is another totally disorganized. I think these are all
moments where a group of peoP.le who
taste a certain freedom cannot give up
that freedom.
DC: Then you see no threat to our
lives because of AIDS hysteria? ,
..JP: I cannot comprehend the circumstances under which AIDS could destroy
gay life. I -t hink --:-t he m_-ost important
thing to remember about AID~ - right
now - is that it has not dented the social
life of gay men. There is a report in the
New York Times saying that it has
increased the social life of gay men, by
taking away the diversion of
anonymous sexuality. The AIDS thing
is simply another tool for certain
homophobes to use. And that's that.
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Adrienne Rich at UMO
By Nancy Brockway
Adrienne Rich gave a poetry reading
with commentary to an: appreciative
overflow crowd at UMO on September
12, 1983. The woman professor who
introduced her noted Rich's provocative
honesty, poetic accomplishments and
feminism, among other things. She
neglected to mention that Rich is an out
lesbian. The faculty felt free to bring to
campus an outspoken champion of
lesbian .rl.gnts, so long as ft was left to ·
Rich to name her own identity and they
did not have to mention "the love that
dares not speak its name."
Rich dares to speak her name. Be1ng
outspoken about her lesbianism her
arthritic gait, her Jewishness,' her
femaleness, all these are key to Rich's
poetry. Grounding her poetry in the
daily truths of our women's lives and the
inner truths of our exploration of the
source of wisdom Rich calls the "void "
Rich is working on nothing less than the
creation of " a whole new poetry," what
she calls "the dream of a common
language.t'
Women, lesbians, Jews, gay men
blacks, handicapped people, all of u~
~h<;> !lle the "other" in some way, are
mv1s1ble to the · dominant culture.
Giving us our voice, then, is a political
act. · And Rich affirms that she is a
political poet. As she said at UMO
many other cultures recognize that
poetry and politics can be intimately
connected, rather than artificially at
odds. She encouraged us not to fall for
the line that politics destroys artistry.
And she recollected with us that one of
the first rallying cries of the second
wave of feminism is that the personal is
political.
_
Most of the previously-published
poems .she read dealt with the efforts of
people to bridge the distances between
us created by repression, internalized or
otherwise. Her poetry expresses sorrow
over our shrinking back from' 'o ne
another whether our reticence stems
fr~~ modesty, c:,r the desire to keep our
pnvilege by putting others down.
Her poem "Mother-in-Law" records a
conversation in which the halting
ambivalent questions of her dead hus:
band's mother alternate between a
d~ire to make. connection and a repuis10n from this strange woman who
breaks so many social norms. The older
woman begs Rich to "tell me something ·
true" but responds with pre-feminist
homilies that deny the younger
woman's anguish. In the end, Rich does
speak truth from her own "strange"
reality, the awkward truths that "Your
so~ is dead/ten yers, I am a lesbian/my
children are themselves." She in tum
demands of her mother-in-law: "Ask me
something" Through this process Rich
invites real dialogue and conn~ction
although without much hope of genuin;
response.
·
In "A Woman Dead In Her Forties"
Rich read how the mutual passion ofh~r
love for a life-long friend was muted by
her friend's "Calvinist heritage" and
her own "girlhood frozen into forms "
including the form of future wife ~d
mother. Rich regrets: "I never .told you
how I loved you/ we never talked at your
deathbed ofyour death."
Rich exhorts us to break free of these
self-denials. The "mute loyalty" that'
was the bond between the two was in
fact mute and mutual disloyalty.
Although it's not explicitly s.t ated (and
ordinarily you could expect Rich to be
explicit), the poem seems to imply that
,.. the dead woman was a lesbian and had
come out long before her poet/ friend.
Their silence, however, meant she could
not assure Rich that C'everything you
' feel is true." And she herself, isolated in
shame and pain as she died of breast
cancer, was unable to share her feelings
and be comforted.
I

"For Julia In Nebraska" contrasts a
modern day lesbian college professor,
whose research is "bent on restoring ·
meaning to our lesbian names," with the
great Nebraskan novelist Willa Cather,
"lesbian, / whose letters were burnt in
shame." Rich and the professor made a
mutual pledge to "talk/ this year, about
growing older...we'll live to grow old and
talk about it too." This vow is part of
their effort to "do better' than Cather
could. Although the novelist left.us her
"stern and delicate respect for the lives
she loved," Cather "could not tell/ her
own story as it was."
The pledge of poet and professor to
live, Rich acknowledges, was also Rich's ·
"own pledge to myself/ where the love of
women is rooted." But. Rich bears witness not only to her own situation. For
me the most moving experience of the
evening was. her reading of "Frame," a
poem which describes how a Black
woman student is arrested and brutalized by two white poli'ce officers for the
"crime" of taking refuge in a lob by w bile
waiting for ·a bus on a bitter cold
evening. As Rich explained, the structure of the poem separates the words of
the white observer (the poet, the wbite
reader) from the recitation of the
victim's experience, mirroring our
separation (I am a white person) from
that of the black woman who s~ffers the
·a buse.
·
The white poet/ observer says, "But I
am not supposed to be/there. I am just
outside the frame" of the picture she
-describes. The white observer understands that the abuse "is meant to be in
silence." The silence, indeed, enables the,
abuse to continue. If we remain silent,
we conspire with the white male police to
brutalize the black woman.
Rich told us in her remarks that the,
woman later sued and won her case.
Still, having· to face the possibility of
such experiences is itself oppressive, as
we know when we look around for
danger when we emerge from the bars at
night. " ...What I am telling you/is told
be a white woman who they say / was
never there. I say I am there."
In this way, Rich's poetry is a political
action. To engage in this process of
bearing witness to the experiences of the
oppressed, Rich cautioned us .that we
must speak from knowledge, and not
simply repeat the preconceptions which
are our heritage as members of a
privileged group. For example, the white
poet had better know how corn rows ar·e
plaited, what they loo~ like, and how
they feel, before using them in a poem.
· Rich does not write of g~y men. She ils
a cultural feminist, and her love is for
women. But her impassioned evocation
of "the possibility of love between m1"
can be em braced by us all. She held our
mixed audience spellbound with h,er
riveting presence, and evocative poetry.
Some of the poems she read are as yet '
unpublished. The other poems came
from two books, The Dream Of A
Common Language, Poems 1974-1977
and A Wild Patience Has Taken Me This
Far, Poems 1978-1981. She is the author
of nine other volumes of poetry, and two
prose works, including On Lies, Secrets
and Silences, with contains the
memorable prose poem "On Honor." All
her works are available in paperback
from New Leaf Books in Rockport.
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"The freshest, most exciting gay act to emerge .
from the San Francisco Scene"
- The sentinel

Photo: Karen

ROMANOVSKY & PHILLIPS: ON TOUR!
__ _. ;;..

Ro~anovsky & Phillips may sound field :s1uesii,- but they are always
like the name of a bi-cultural serious about the fact that ga.7 is
legal firm but, in fact, it is a not just good, '~ts glorious!.
love affair: a performing couple.
Ron Romanovsky and Paul Phillips INTERWEAVE, The Unitarian Univerwrite and perform . rock-n-roll pop salist Lesbian and Gaymen Communsongs about their relationship and ity are sponsoring The Romanovsky
the relationship of the gay popu- & Phillips act. It· will be appearlation with the rest .of the world. ing in Port land on Friday Dec 9
at the First Parish, Unitarian,
Sometimes they are philosophical: 425 Congress St and then the next
"Safe within the mask you°ve memo- evening, Saturday Dec 10 at the
rized, look what ' it is costing you Unitarian Church in Bangor. Both
just to stay alive". Usually they performances are at 8 pm. Tickets,
are funny, as they are in the at the door, are $4.
''Prince Charminll Tan20" or "Ont-
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23 MAIN_STREET, ROCKPORT

235-2030

"Our immediate goal i, to stop th, Cruise and
Penhing 2 missile deployment in Europe this fall. '
For these weapona will de1troy even what frag11e
uneuy peace we nos.· have."
_,
The Women~ Encampment for a Future
of Peace and Justice
We apeclallze In books by and about women,
altemqtlve energy, health care and nutrition•..
Mon..frt. 9-.8:30 Sat. end SWI. 9-5

John Preston Book-Signing Party
Friday, October 28

at 8:00
Our Books
4 Pine Street

-·~,~
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Mr. Benson

. Franny: the Queenof Provincetown

Land Of Tears, Forgotten Fears
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Take my hand
Follow to a land of tears
Forgotten fears
Here
Life began
and ends
Does the sun shine?
Yes, but light cannot be seen.

Upstairs In Hussie's General Store
Rooted in the half space
between shoes
and baby clothes
a staircase
winds upward
to where

/

Wedding gowns for two dollars,
prom dresses, circle
of evening gowns.
touch of
taffetta, satin,
feathers.

· .(207) 772-7264 ·

CLES

Take my hand
·
Follow me to a land of tears
Forgotten fears
Life began
And ends
Shall we share the sun
Now seen by us
But not to others?
Birth is hard
Without a hand.
Shall we lend a hand?

dresses
grow old
in dim light.

59 Center Sheet
- Portland, Maine 04101

Remember tears shed
Confusion,' nonunderstanding
Standing alone
Books, reading
Trying to find an answer
Only right for some, and .
Not for others. ·

. Where.·Maine's
Hottest Men Meet''
. Sunday and Monday - Movies at 9:00 P.M.
Tuesday - Two For. One Drinks
Wednesday - 50¢ Draft In Iced Mugs
Thursday - Men's Night Out
·
Friday - Levi/Western Night
Saturday - Portland Leather Night

I.

Not for others ,
Fear of not being
Like my E!isters
Fear of •ot being
Li 1our brothers.

sound of
crinkling, sliding,
whispering.
This room possesses
the sighs of every woman
who has entered
for a past lived
or denied,
a price paid.
Dust pulls
at the secret
desire to question,
dress up, try
on every one
to find the little girl hiding
in the three
connecting ~ors
where she turns
looking over her shoulder
trying to see all sides
· of herself at once;

Finding freedom
Only to be told
Hide! Don't stay!
Don't share!
Freedom hindered by bondage.
Take my hand
Follow to a land of tears
Forgotten fears
Here,
Life began
And ends.
We stand as one You're not alone.

WEDNESDAY thru SUNDAY
1 A~M. TILL DAW-N
• COIIIIEICW ST., NITLAD, Iii.
107/771-9538

I'm not like my sisters·
You're not.like your brothers
Y:et look around
I have new sisters
You have :new brothers
We're., not alone
The land of tears
Can smile
Fears not so overwhelming
The sun can shine
And be seen

giving dimension
to the comers
of youth.
Dust pulls
at the secret
fear of never getting out,

Someday, today,
Don't hide, we need you
·
You need tis
Standing together we can
Be strong

being stuck
in the girl sorrow
and self loathing.

By word or pin
We'll spread the news
The land of tears
Forgotten fears
Is free at 'last
And so are we!

She might become fierce
or immobilized.
There might not be
anyone else there
and the door
might blow shut.

By Carol R. Schneider :

By Barbara Maria

A vofe for

justice for ALL!
spll"UIOQ) s'tree4'

gym· 117 spriing

s1'1ree-'r. •

por1'l01ind · me.

~ s1111rl1n9 s"l'u-ee"'J'

.,..,
tpoar1-Oca11dl·

~

"A Neighborhood Gay Bar fo~ Men and Women»
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will forc_e him to stay flat on his back for
response to this strange disease we have
two weeks. Every morning h~ -m~~t wake
all been too quick to blame the victim.
We•want him to have done something
up and examine his body for possible
wrong to deserve what's happened to
topical infections.
him and to convince ourselves that it
Billy had been defiantly self-sufficient
couldn't happen to -us. We've -become
since his 17,t h birthday. Now, at age 31,
desperate to find cause and effect at
he hasn't the energy to work, nor can he
work · in the face· of the irrationality of
keep any coherent schedule because of
AIDS.
the omnipresent possibility of becoming
But there's nothing known about the
sick. On~e a successful commercial artist
JOHN PRESTON .
. disease that consistently holds up as a
he now survives on welfare in New York
City.
Ntosake Shange writes about the because we cannot escape our connec- . · truth. The victims were not all wildly
promiscuous: They did not all use drugs.
And !3illy's lucky. While his . system
tion with one another. Just as we have
"hav~c. wrought ,0n the°' souls of people
They
do
not
all
live
in
New
York
or
San
has
for a year and a half been without
who aren't supposed to exist." We gay
taken self-hatred and worked our
Francisco. They were not all already unany protection against infection, he
magical alchemy to produce pride, we
people know that havoc-well.
healthy. But people want to think that
hasn't contracted any of the 18 opportuYet each of us, somehow, has found
have taken society's shunning of us as. a
they
were
somehow
"different"
and
nistic
infections that receive so much
group and transformed a hated populathe courage and the strength to end that
those
people
want
to
thirik
that
they
are
publicity:
into
<!..
valued
community.
tion
process of self-hatred that comes from
in~ulnerable to the infection. They are
Still, he has to live with the everIt is even more essential that we
being homosexual in America. We have
very,
very
wrong.
present'
reality of death. He belongs to
each refused to · accept the havoc of understand the context of our lives toMost
of
the
information
now
availan
AIDS
support group. Ten or so men ,
day than it was a year ago. It is essential
society's condemnation, and that is a
gather regularly to talk arid to nurture
because gay men are facing a crisis of . able to us about AIDS is aimed at trying
victory of the soul equal to any other I
to make each of us less susceptible. We
one another. In one week - one week know.
such proportions that we just may lose
are
.
very
wisely
and
correctly
enone member . of Billy's · support group
everything we have gained in the last
couraged
to
alter
our
sexual
lifestyles
died and three others ' were hospitalized
Affirmation: We usually term that saldecade. There is a new havoc being
and modes of sexual conduct. Such steps
with terminal diagnoses.
vation of self as "coming out." But dur- , wrought on our souls and on our lives
will not guarantee that we .escape -the
Yet, in the middle of the panic and
and we have got to face.it courageously.
ing my first months in Maine, on a
hysteria_
that surrounds AIDS, Billy was ·
disease,
but
they
can
reduce
the
risk.
winter night a few years ago in a .house
the
wording
·
of
this
Unfortunately,
able
to
look
ine irithe eye and tell me,"I
Blame: The mysterious and frightening
on the water not far from Portland, I
informati'on is often close to hysterical.
have decided to -live."
heard a much better phrase.
epidemic labeled AIDS is spreading an
•
Experts and journalists think they have
What have we done in the face of that
After dinner I sat in a circle with eight
unprecedented panic across the country:
to
scare
the
bejesus
out
of
us
to
achieve
courage?
gay men. Calm in one another's acceptH is making us scared of one another,
their goals. They also leave us with the
Many of his friends have deserted
suspicious of one another, and it is leadance, w_e talked about our lives since we
him. They are frightened of his disease
had come to our senses. ·
ing us -to make unforgivable judgments · false impression that anyone who does
get AIDS has asked for it.
· arid they refuse to stay close to anyone
Coming to our senses was begun - or . on one another.
No
one
seeks
out
an
infection
that
whose death may be so imminent. Gay
AIDS is horrifying. Whatever you've
so it seemed from each of our stories might lead to a particularly virulent can- ·
groups have raised money for research
_by saying "no" to whatever it was that . . heard about the disease let me tell you
about AIDS but there is no fund, not
this: it's worse. However confused you · cer. No one deserves a probably terminal
bad kept us from self-affirmation. We
disease.
The
men
who
.have
AIDS
today
even
in New York where Billy lives, to
are about its origins, let me tell you this:
decided that our souls were too valuable
may
well
have
contracted
it
years
before
·
help
him
with his day-to-day survival.
the
medi_
c
al
community
knows
almost
to be ruled by havoc. We insisted, inany of the limited knowledge we have to- · · Only recently have any real numbers of
'- stead, on their wholeness and even
not.b ing about it.
day was even guessed at.
gay men been willing to go to the vic. _ beauty.
.
The only relevant fact about AIDS is
tims' houses and help them with the
that gay men ...:... for some unknown
But the world would not ac.c ept the
Living witb AiDS: People'like Billy lived
most elemental daily chores that they ,
defeat of its attempts to wreak havoc on · reason - are the mo-st likely victims.
their lives as best t~ey could. They·a~- . often cannot perform themselves.
our souls. If went on to do its ravaging
I don't intend to deal with all the
'
~empted as much integrity - and enjoyon our lives. The examples of the strug- ·medical aspects of AIDS. There's plenty
ment
....:.
as
they
thought
possible.
Now
"Great opportunities":
How ·is the
gles we faced ranged from the intimately . of information elsewhere. I will tell you ·
they have AIDS. In our fear we want to
medical establishment .responding to
that any gay man who doesn't educate
devastating to the publicly lethal.
deny their . suffering. And, even more,
Billy?
Lesbian . mothers were denied their
himself about this disease is a fool.
don't
want
to
see
their
suffering.
we
Whep he first discovered his diagInstead I want to bring into balance a
chil~n. Gay men were denied their
Even our media - gay and straight nosis,
Billy decided to educate himself.
part
of
the
effects
of
AIDS
that's
too
careers. Families rejected their · offhas tended to deal with AIDS as a scienHe went to a panel discussion where the
spring. Communities exiled their · often left out: the victims and the way
tific curiosity We can't let that happen.
first speaker gleefully described the
we treat them. It's a subject I can't be
citizens.·
I
want
you
to
know
about
Billy
and
research
· opportunities that AIDS
dispassionate about; I've just spent time
While we wo.uld have loved to luxuriwhat he's going through. ·
presented as a "great moment for
with a former lover who was diagnosed
ate in our new-found self-acceptance,
Billy's temperature has not dropped
science." Cari you imagin~ ·sitting in an
our new communal bonds are too clear . as having AIDS a year ago .
below
100
degrees
·
for
·
over
a
year.
He
audience
with a possibly terminal
.I can't help being infuriated at the way
to us to allow us to igriore a basic fact:
cannot go past 2 p .m. - on a good day
and
}:tearing it described as a
disease,
world
treats
Billy
and
the
other
gay
the
. the hatred directed at gay. people any- without needing to sleep because of
great moment for science?
m~n who have AIDS. In our panicked
where is directed at us , ourselves, as
his exhaustion. A simple common cold
well. Just as we learned to hate gay people when we . were closeted, so did we
have.to learn to love them when we came
.,.. to our serises. We had to acknowledge
th ei r struggles as our own battles; their
defeats as our own vanquishment. When
a gay politician was assassinated in San
Francisco , it was an act of violence
against all o f us; when a machine gun
was fired into a bar in New York City,
we were all the intended victims.
While we hoped for happiness, we instead found ourselves forced to be defiant , and always on .ilert. We have been
co mpelled to take as our heroes people
who fo ught at Stonewall and who
marched enraged at San Francisco's City
.
Hall.
We have been obliged to learn the full
meaning o f Hannah Arendt's words:
If you are attacked as a Jew , you have
' got' to fight back as a Jew. You cannot say, "Excuse .me, I am not a Jew,
I am a human being .
It 's wrong to imply that we have
chosen to live our lives this way. We
don't want to listen to the right wing
describe us as animals. We don't want to
wpnder if the uptight merchants of
Ogunquit are talking about us _when they
...,\ say they don't \\'.ant "that kind" in their
precious village. We don't want to have
to constantly examine every candidate
for every office to make sure we aren't
1
electing officials who think we're slime.
But we must.
We must because it is a question of
our survival and because our victories
are -tc:>o new and too fragile. We must

Our people are dying

THE

''Where Friends Meet Friends''

Corner of Cross & Spring Sts. (207) 773-3315
Portland. Maine 04101
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were lepers with. "bad blood" then we are
Many doctors are too quick to misdiagnose AIDS and its accompanyingin- · accepting a heinous definition of qur~
selves. We fought psychiatrists who
fections. Billy was told, at one point,
would use our ".sickness" to send us to
that he had Karposi's Sarcoma. It was
not true~ But after the doctor had told . institutions: '- so must we fight anyone
who ,woµlci exile these men to colonies.
him he had the disease and that he had
When we respond _to informatio_n and
two months left to live, the only comfort
community activities conc;ernirig AIDS
Billy rec;eived was to be told he wouldn't
we have to look at them carefully and we
have to pay for that office visit.
have to learn to ask questions.
It goes on. It gets so bad that Billy can
We have to become educated about
only laugh when. he describes some of
the ways people react to him.
. AIDS not just because we have to fight it
ourselves but also to work through our
·But after a certain point no one can
fear. Our -chances of not knowin.g solaugh. Medical professionals hate to dismeone with AIDS are rapidly becoming
cover the limits of their omniscience.
nil. It is not a question of "if' it will hapActivists often try to ignore any evidence
pen, it is a question of "when." And
that our lives are different from the rest
when
we do learn that a man we know
of the population's. And now some dochas AIDS, that man must not be treated
tors and some gay men are joining toas a leper. He must not be shunted aside
gether to call for the forced isolation of
and ignored and feared by the rest of us.
any gay man who exhibits the symptons
We have each got ·to react to him as
of AIDS .. If you want to be nice you can
members . .of a compassionate .comcall these leper colonies . .If you want to
munity.
.
be real, you call them concentration
We
need
to
support
AIDS
research.
camps.
But when we give money we should constantly ask why we're the ones to pay the
Fear: In our ignorance we are losing our
cost. The federal government's response
sense. In our fear we are forgetting that
is too late, it's too little, it's an insult to
WLJfe ~ommunitv.)hi:!!_n1ust care for
our being that they can price our lives so
its members. Our panic is leaving our·
cheaply. It's an insult to our self-affirmost vulnerable members isolated and
mation that we've let them.
alone.
And whatever support we give to reWhile men like Billy have to face a
search, we must remember the human
daily fight for their lives, they are also
dimensions of this tragedy. The victims
forced to continually watch us and to
were effective, . hard-working, selfweigh our words to make sure we are not
accepting
gay men : Now they're
going to utterly- abandon them.
paupers,
dependent
on Medicai_d arid
. That must stop.
must
supportthem
some-.:-:
welfare.
We
While we have every right and every
how.
obligation to examine every opportunity
to combat this disease, · we have absoSupport: Denying our connection with
lutely no right to desert the men who
people who are facing deatb because of
have already contracted it. We must inour
own fear would make a mockery. of
sist that they have the best care and the
our
attempt at a communal· existence.
most human convalescence and that they
Our
lives have been testaments that we
are tr~ated with complete dignity. If we
will
not
allow the world to trivialize us.
let · ourselves ·or tfie medical establishment treat these men as though they

We have insisted tbat being gay.1s.more- guard against those people ~ -· gay or
straight - who overtly or covertly sugthan a sexual act. We have demanded
gest that this or any other disease is the
that the world - and we ourselves - see
appropriate result of being gay.
it as a way of being;· of relating, of lov~
We must prepare ourselves with . as ·
ing. Now, faced with a monumental
much knowledge as we can about AIDS -...
crisis, we are being challenged as never
and we must insist that our public health
before. We . have to respond with
agencies, our doct_ors and hospitals -do .
righteous anger, careful caution,
the same.
. \ .
thorough preparation and, above all,
And we must be compassionate. You,
with complete compassion. ·
yourself, may become a victim. So might
We must be angry at the medical
I. Or our lovers, our friends, our
establishment that would reduce the sufbrothers. When it happens there is going
fering of gay men to an opportunity for
to be a havoc wrought on the souls of
exotic research. We are not curiosities.
We must be angry .at -the political -those men unlike anything they have yet
·
establishment that would try to buy off · known.
They will deserve your support and
our health needs with ,token g·rants.
your caring. , .
We must l;)e cautious we don't panic.
·They will not need your fear, your
We have to remember that we are facing
ignorance or -your panic. ·:
an incomprehensible _disease and .· we
When meri like ~ can look us in the
must not go off believing every untested
eye
and tell us that they have decided to
theory or improbable hypothesis. W~ile
live, we have no right to leave them to
we take care of our health and our
fight that battle alone:
· · ··
•
bodies as best we can, we must be on

GAY HEALTH ACTION COMMITTEE OF MAINE
who We Are
The_ Gay Hea~th Action Comm~ttee is a newly-formed
I
·grass-roots action ~roup co~pr1sed of people _concerned
with the AIDS epidemic and its impact in Maine when
(not if) AIDS arrives. We are associated with two other
I groups; a Medical Task Force and the Maine Health
I Foundation,
Inc.
.
1

I
I

.

What We're Doing
We are presently working on the following projects:
* Getting information out to high-risk groups,
especially gay men, on:
-The risks of AIDS and how to lower them.
-The symptoms of AIDS- how to know them,
when to get help.
AHswers to questions- what .is known about

1·

Ii

-Answers to questions about AIDS
- Medical help - where to find it.
~Providing a support syst~m for AIDS victims,
and their friends and family. We don't think
anyone should have to face AIDS alone or uninformed.

--ATTENTION:

*Establishing a Speaker's Bureau to develop
presentations for hospitals,health care professiorials, and other groups or organizations
s.o that they are better equipped to deal with
' AIDS and th~ gay community.

Substanse .Abuse
In Our Col11munity

*Providing information to the public through
the media and through direct outreach activities.

OUR PAPER WILL FEATURE AN ISSUE ON
SUBSTANCE ABUSE IN OUR COMMUNITY IN
JANUARY.

WE WELCOME ARTICLES: BOOK

.

How To Reach,, Us
Clip and return the form below.

REVIEWS; PERSONAL EXPERIENCES ~ITH
OURSELVES, OUR FAMILIES . AND FRIENDS;
POETRY AND INTERVIEWS.

MANY MEMBERS .

OF . OUR COMMUNITY ~ORK IN THE FIELD

Mail to: Gay Health Action Committee, P.O. Bo~
10723 ,Portland, Maine,o4lo4
Name--------------- ·--------------------Address----------- . ----------. -----------

AND MANY OF US ARE RECOVERING AB~SERS.
PLEASE SEND US MATERIAL.

P4one ----------------

THANK YOU,
OUR PAPER COLLECTIVE

*

,·

I would like to work on the committee.
Enclosed is a contribution of$--------- .
(Make checks payable to Maine Health
Foundation)
Q Send the pamphlet "Guidelines for AIDS Risk
Reduction" (include a self-addressed stamped
envelope)
c;J _I would like to participate in an AI~S support
group.
I would like to help in the following way:---- ·

CJ

I .

CALENDAR
Friday, Oct. 28
John Preston Book-Signing Party, at
Our Books, 4 Pine St., Portland, 8:00 pm.
"The Yellow Wallpaper" by Charlotte
Perkins Gilman, performed by Pamela·
Ryan, YWCA, 87 Spring St., Portland,
8:00 pm, $3 donation.
Saturday, Oct. 29
Halloween Costume Party, Spring St.
Gym, 117 Spring St., Portland.
Sunday, Oct. 30
Halloween Party, Sportsman's, 2
Bates St., Lewiston.
Halloween Party, at. The Underl ground, Portland. .
Monday, Oct. 31
Halloween Costume Party, Cycles, 59
Center St., Portland.
Friday, Nov. 4
.
"Incest - It's All Relative" - a
dance/narration by Karm Spitfire
First Universalist Church, 120 Park St.,
Bangor, 8:00 pm.
I
Gay People's Alliance meeting II members of Gay Health Action Committee will discuss AIDS-related topics,
7:00 pm, 92 Bedford St., Portland (USM
campus).
"Jahnnaki" (Tom Kennedy and
Laura Campbell) at Bill's Coffee, 49
I Center St., Portland.

I

I
I

Mr. Gay Backstreet Contest, at Backstreet, 390 Commercial St., Portland.

I
I Sunday, Nov. 6

- ·

·

Carol and the Charmers, at The
3 Spring St., Portland,
8:30-11:30 pm.

! Underground,
i

I

Nov. 8
I Tuesday,
Election Day -

I
II

I

referenda on moose
hunt, courthouse access for the handicapped, other.

Friday, Nov. 11
Innovations in Leather Show, Cycles,
59 Center St.,. Portland.
Steve Holmes,.guitar and vocals, Bill's
Coffee House, 49 Center St., Portland.
Saturday, Nov.1:2·
Second Annual Roland's Alumni
Party, Spring St. Gym, 117 Spring St.,
Portland.
Saturday & Sunday, Nov. 12 & 13
Harbor Masters First Anniversary.
Celebration, Cycles, 59 Center St.,
Portland.
Sunday, Nov. 13
Mr. Gay Maine Contest, at The Underground, 3 Spring St, Portland.
Thursday, Nov. 17
"Act Ir' (Bob Carr and Rico Estabr9ok) at Cycles, 59 Center St., Portland.
Friday, Nov. 18
Murrough H. O'Brien, _attorney, will
talk about common living agreements,
rights to privacy, employment hassles
and police harassment; at Gay People's
Alliance, 92 Bedford St., Portland (USM
campus), 7:00 pm.
Sunday, Nov. 20
Mad Hatter Party, Cycles, 59 Center
St., Portland.
Gay People's Alliance table at Expo
Flea Market, 239 Park Ave., Portland,
9 am to 4 pm - call 780-4085 to donate
items.
Monday, Nov. 21
Harbor Masters Dinner, Cycles, 59
Center St., Portland.
·Friday, Nov. 25
Show Us Your Bird Party, Cycles, 59
Center St., Portland.

'

MONDAYS
SATURDAYS

Feminist Spiritual Community every Monday, 7 P.M., State St.
Church, Portland.

Interweave Portland - first Saturday ·
of the month, Allen Ave. Universalist
Church, 524 Allen Ave., 6 P .M. potluck
and meeting.

Gay Health Action Committee - irregular Mondays, Portland - call 773-5540.

Interweave Bangor - third Saturday
of the month, Unitarian Church, Main
St., 6 P.M. potluck and meeting.
Interweave Augusta - last Saturday
of the month, All Souls Unitarian
Church, 11 King St., 6 P.M. potluck
and meeting.
Gay / Lesbian Al-Anon - every Saturday, 8 P.M., First Parish Unitarian
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland,
upstairs:

1~UESDAYS
Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth
Tuesday of the month, Y.W.C.A.; 87
Spring St., Portland, 7:30 P.M.
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
- every Tuesday, open discussion
meeting, 8 P.M., First Parish Unitarian Church, 425 Congress St.,
Portland.
Our Paper staff meeting - every Tuesday, 7:30 P.M., Our Books, 4 Pine St.,
Portland. New members are welcome.
Alliance To Preserve Reproductive
Choice - second Tuesday of the
month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring St., Portland, 7 P.M.

SUNDAYS
Men's Network - first Sunday of the
month, Preble St. Chapel, 331 Cumberland Ave., Portland, 6:30 P.M. potluck and social.
Northern Lambda Nord - last
Sunday of the month - business
meeting, 1:00 P.M. followed by potluck.

THURSDAYS
Gay /Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
- every Thursday, step meeting, ·
7:30 P.M., First Parish Unitarian
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.
Gay Health Action Committee irregular Thursdays, Portland. Call
773-5540.

Wilde-Stein Club - every Sunday 7:00 P.M. - Peabody Lounge, 3rd
floor, Memorial Union, Univ. of
Maine, Orono.
INTERWEAVE Augusta -last Sunday
of the month, All Souls Unitarian
Church, 11 King St., 6:00 pm, potluck
and meeting.

FRIDAYS

Sunday, Nov. 27
"Let's Make A Deal" Night - with
prizes - at The Underground, 3 Spring
St., Portland.

Gay People's Alliance - every Friday,
7 P.M., 92 Bedford St., Portland, open
meetings.
Northern Lambda Nord - second Friday of the month - discussion group,
in New Sweden.

."
_ __L---'
Erna

·the Cafe

ENES CONEDERA, MSW, CSW

J. Koch

Attorney At Lau,

Body I Mind Co,unseling and Psychotherapy

129

I

I

MEETINGS

1

:_ STATE JI_ THE'\TR';_:
*MAINE'S GAY ADULT CINEMA*
. R. Ann Schwab, Ph.D.

New Show Every Wednesday

Clinical Psy chologist
Psychotherapist
154 State Street
Augu sta, Maine ,04330

62 2-7001

P.O. Box 7685
Portland, Maine 04112
(207) 774 • 8273

General Practice
Family Law
Commercial Law
Bankruptcy

SPRING STREET

·(207) 772-0990
By Appoint~enl

865 Forest Avenue
Portland, Maine 04103

185 Middle Stre<'t

4~~:::-:~
w~~ ~

235 Congress.St. - On The HilL
FINE USED FURNITURE
Wed.-Sat. 10:30-5:30
Sunday 12:.00-4:00

609 _Congress St.Portland 113 - 1114

I.

i

l
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Alliance to Preserve Reproductive Choice
P.O. Box 7512 DTS
Portland 04112

L·ESBIGAY NETWORK

Bates Gay/ Straight Alliance
Bates College
Lewiston 04240

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG)
Box 1556 Station A
Fredericton, New Brunswick

Bowdoin Women's Resource Center
Bowdoin College
24 College St.
Brunswick 04011 .. ._

Gay Uealth Action Committee
P.O. Box 10723
Portland 04104

Common Scold
cl o The Collective
c/ o Elze
372 Preble St.
So. Portland 04106

Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
c/ o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
Portland 04101

Maine Chapter
P .O. Box 1255
Ellsworth 04605
Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box ,8457
Portland 04915
Maine Le,s bian Feminists
P .O. Box 125
Belfast 0•'915

Dignity of Maine
P .O. Box 7021
Lewiston 04240

Gay People's Alliance
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04102
780-4085

Mid-Coast Gay Men
P .O. Box 496
Camden 04843

Downeast Gay Alliance
P.O. Box O
Ellsworth 04605

Interweave
P .O. Box 215 .
Augusta 04330

National Organization for Women
cl o Kerbleski
73 Fern St.
Bangor 04401

UMO Women's Center
Memorial Union
University of Maine - Orono
Orono 04469

Greater Portland N.O.W.
P.O. Box 4012 Station A
Portland 04101

USM Women's Forum
University of Southern Maine
94 Bedford St.
Portland 04103

Northern Lambda Nord
P.O. Box 990
Caribou 04 736
NLN Gay Phoneline 896-5888

Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
University of Maine - Orono
Orono 04469

OUR PAPER
P.O. Box 10744
Portland 04101

WebWork
Box 131-D
Calais 04619

Parents and Friends of Gays
P .O. Box 215
Augusta 04330

Bowdoin Gay/ Straight Alliance
Bowdoin College
Brunswick 04011

,Seacoast Gay Men
P.O. Box 1394
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801

Feminist Spiritual Community
cl o State St. Church
159 State St.
Portland 04101

